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Theft of Railway Engine Oil

For years, there were allegations that
railway engine oil had been stolen at
various stations and junctions of
Bangladesh Railway (BR). As a result, the
BR authority was in great trouble as
they incurred huge losses due to this
fuel theft. They used to take steps to
catch the thieves but that were not fully
effective. It was difficult for the BR
authority to always monitor the fuel
theft and identify the thieves.

Tech-based Solution 

A civil servant working in Bangladesh
Railway was keen to solve this problem.
He came to know about the technology
of fuel tracking from a software
company. And then he suggested
installing fuel trackers to stop the theft
of oil. He first explained the whole proposal of installing fuel trackers to the higher
officials of BR. Initially, he had some difficulties convincing them, but finally, he
managed to convince them to install the fuel tracker. 
Through fuel trackers, railway officials can remotely monitor the fuel of any engine
through a customized cell phone app developed by the software company. Some fuel
sensors and telematics platforms have been used to provide detailed information on
the fuel usage of a railway engine. The fuel sensor data offers information about the
fuel levels and rates of consumption, while the GPS data supplies real-time
information about the location, speed, and patterns of movement of the vehicle. To
provide reports, optimize routes, track fuel efficiency, and send alarms when fuel
levels are low, this integrated data are examined. 
Now, most of the locomotives are fitted with fuel trackers. The fuel tracker has been
installed in a very protected place of the engine so that no one can reach to it
without cutting the entire engine.Thus, the issue of the theft of engine oil has now
been addressed by BR which has minimized the economic losses.
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